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From Where I Sit
Notes From the President

Please let me add my apologies to those
of our Production Editor, Marge Ann, on the
slimness of the last issue. It is not that we do
not have anything to say. But we simply cannot
produce stories and articles out of thin air. We
did not get any articles from the East Coast for
the simple reason that Jim Schwind's father
passed away. Death is such a tragedy, no
matter how one prepares for it. Mr. Schwind,
Sr., had been in poor health for some time and
even that takes its toll on normal functions, let
alone outside interests and activities such as
the USCA. Before throwing bricks, keep in
mind that many of the USCA executive posi-
tions are work-work tasks. As Neil Jameson
said in his last, "The first to complain is the
next one in charge."

It is times like these that we must look at
what is in the best interests of the Association.
Could we delay the issue until we could get the
issue full, or should we go with what we had
an maintain our credibility? Marge made the
decision to go ahead and publish, although she
kindly allowed me the final okay. This I like, It
is not my intent to try and make all the day-by-
day decisions, or even major decisions for each
person on your Committee. I will serve as a
sounding board if necessary. This allows each
Committee person to develop in the position
they have chosen (or to which they were
coerced).

You will also note in the last issue firm
published editorial deadlines, press dates and
mail dates. These WILL be adhered to. So
please, get your articles in to either editor (E
or W) prior to those dates. All those sending in
regular contributions, and especially the Com-
mittee, should take advantage of editorial
deadlines.

Marge Ann also advises that she will soon
have a means to convert IBM floppies over to
her favorite Mac computer. And I now have
access to a scanner that will scan typed copy.
Aaah, the age of the computer. While these

aids keep down much of the drudgery of
earlier years there is still work effort involved.
Bottom line is that we can offer you more
services than we could before.

In searching for how we can as sidecarists
project a better image to other sidecarists, to
our peers, and to the public at large, it has
been proposed by Mitch and seconded by
Marge, that we adopt a program such as SAMI,
or "Sidecarists Against Motorcycling Intoxi-
cated." Should we do so it will not be because
of what may or may not have happened in the
past, but only to put into effect the attitude of
what we consciously or subconsciously feel
about ourselves. To date our Committee feels
about evenly divided on this issue and so we
invite you to tell us how you feel about it.
Some say it is the greatest thing since sliced
bread, others that it will split us right down the
middle. If one takes a stand at all, it appears to
be a very strong stand. As President, I do not
get to vote on this or any other issue, only to
cast a deciding vote if needed. What it will
mean, if guidelines are adopted, is that Rally
hosts will have guidelines on how to handle
rowdy behavior that disturbs others should
such events occur. Larry Lehr had such guide-
lines in effect at the 1989 Rally, which went
off flawlessly. These guidelines are not set
down on paper, however, Larry will prepare
such guidelines for consideration by the Ex-
ecutive Committee at the 1990 AGM (Annual
General Meeting). This is simply an extension
of what was heard at the Chapter Directors'
meeting at the 1989 Rally where they cried
long and loud for universal guidelines on how
their local meets should be conducted.

It will NOT mean that booze will be
banned from our events. Those who enjoy a
cool one in the privacy of their tents, or wish
to share a brew with their friends will continue
to do so. But we would enforce a no-drinking
program while participating in any event, and
also that one cannot participate in an event if
one is under the influence.

We would also respect any laws concern-
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From Where I Sit..
ing the use of alcoholic beverages that may
exist in the park or rally site. In other words,
we are mature adults.

If you have a position for or against this
proposal, please bring this to the attention of
your local chapter director, or to any member
on the Executive Committee.

I have been asked by our Executive
Committee Nominating Committee whether I
would have any problem with having a woman
to serve as West Coast Vice President. Abso-
lutely none at all. Our constitution and by-laws
contain nothing to restrict membership or
office to any class or race, nor will there ever
be. The only requirements for membership are
an interest in fostering friendship through
sidecarring, and for office, that one has the
necessary qualifications, the desire to fill that
office, and the time to devote to the cause.

I was recently asked whether the USCA
had a policy statement on the use of helmets
and mandatory helmet laws. Yes, we do, and it
was based on your attitude survey we con-
ducted back in 1981. Briefly stated, we believe
that any and all forms of protective clothing
should be worn as appropriate, such as boots,
gloves, kidney belts, leathers, and yes, hel-
mets. The wearer should be encouraged to
learn when each item is or is not appropriate.
But we are in opposition to any mandatory law
directed to one's person for any reason. This is
very similar to the guidelines offered by the
AMA which we support and we are a chartered
member club.

Are you making your plans to attend the
1990 Rally? Looks like it will be another huge
success.

The Sidecarist is supported by the mem-
bership of the USCA — and by advertisers.

Please contact the Advertising Manager,
390 Hallson Lane, Ben Lomond, CA 95005 for
rates and deadlines.

Who to write to.
Written contributions such as letters, fea-

tures and articles relating to motorcycles with
sidecars are encouraged, along with art work.

No payment is made for unsolicited articles.
Please be sure that The Sidecarist has reproduc-
tion rights. Neither the Editorial and Publishing
Team nor the USCA accept responsibility for
material submitted. Material may be edited for
clarity and space.

Contributors using Macintosh, no matter
whether regular feature or special feature, should
send discs to The Sidecarist, 390 Hallson Lane,
Ben Lomond, CA 95005. To access modem,
whether IBM (ASCII) or Mac, call (408) 336-
2476 evenings PST and set up compatibility with
Marge Ann.

All typed or handwritten regular features
such as letters, classifieds, chapter news, manu-
facturers and services and coming events should
be sent to Neil Jameson, 390 Hallson Lane, Ben
Lomond, CA 95005.

Contributors using IBM PC, no matter
whether regular feature or special feature, should
send discs to The Sidecarist, 35 Waterford Way,
Fairport, NY 14450. All typed or handwritten
feature stories should be sent to Kim Schwind,
35 Waterford Way, Fairport, NY 14450. To
access modem, whether IBM (ASCII) or Mac,
phone Kim at (716) 223-7786 mornings EST and
set up compatibility.

All inquiries for paid advertising, including
classifieds, go to Marge Ann Wimpee, 390
Hallson Lane, Ben Lomond, CA 95005. Ex-
change advertising should be directed to Kim
Schwind, 35 Waterford Way, Fairport, NY
14450.
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Editorial
From the East Coast or
Meet our new Chapter Director, Jim Schwind

Hello, my name is Jim Schwind and I have been
recently appointed to the positions of East Coast Vice-
President and National Chapter Director. I live in a
suburb of Rochester which is located in western New
York between Buffalo and Syracuse. The Thousand
Islands, Niagara Falls and the Finger Lakes region of
New York State are all "day trips" from our front door.
My wife, Kim, is the East Coast Editor of the SIDE-
CARIST, so I can easily keep the members aware of
the latest "happenings" in their area of the country. We
have two children, Rachael (10) and Robby (9) who
enjoy the family atmosphere found at the sidecar
events. We have one sidecar rig and three solo bikes.

I believe that the best way the USCA can im-
prove is by increasing its membership base by keeping
the present members renewing while gaining new
members. This can be accomplished by keeping the
current membership satisfied with the current services
provided (Sidecarist magazine, Sidecar Safety Pro-
gram, National Rally, books & paraphernalia, local
chapters, etc.) and providing new services as needed.
The satisfied members will then (hopefully) participate
and support at the local level through the USCA
Chapters in their area. An active local chapter will then
attract and retain members.

My job is to provide the State Directors with the
"tools" needed to form and keep their local chapters
strong and healthy. I am presently updating the present
guidelines and pointers which are sent by the State
Director to those who are interested in starting a local
chapter. The updated material will be sent to the State
Directors as soon as they are completed and OK'd by
the Executive Committee.

If you are tired of riding alone because there isn't
any chapter near you, why don't you contact your State
Director. He can help you set up a local chapter and tell
you of the other USCA members near you. If you don't
want to go it alone, call him anyway, maybe there is
another person like you who is willing to start a chapter
with a little help. If you can't wait to see the new
guidelines and pointers, contact me and I'll send you
the information as it is available for distribution.

Both Kim and I are Sidecar Safety Program
Instructors, so you will see the SSP course at the rallies
in the Northeast in the near future. We are presently
working with Rider Club and are trying to set up a SSP
course at the Rider Rally Richmond, May 23-26,
Richmond, Kentucky. Richmond is located about ten
miles south of Lexington on Rt. 75. We will be staying
in the Fort Boonesborough State Park (last year where
we stayed was all mud due to flooding and nightly
rains, the Fort was high and dry).

We are also trying to have a class at the Rider
Rally Northeast which will be held September 26-29,
in Vernon, New Jersey. We are not familiar with the
area so if any members can recommend a campground
located nearby, we will pass along the information. We
invite all to come and if any instructors would like to
help, they are more than welcome. (Jim Williams, this
means you!) The Rider Rally registration fee this year
is $30 per person and the SSP class will be an addi-
tional $10 to pay for our insurance. When you send in
your Registration form, put my name, Jim Schwind, on
the top so they know you are with the USCA.  There
are no strangers with a sidecar, only friends that you
haven't met yet. Ride safe.

Jim Schwind

The Schwind family (L-R Jim, Kim, Rachael
and Robby) with their Amazonas rig at a
recent rally. All enjoy family sidecarring.
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Editorial
From the West Coast
Am I my brother's keeper?

The question of the month seems to be
behavior, and specifically whether we
should ban drinking at USCA rallies.

I, for one, am categorically opposed to
such a ban — and not just because I enjoy a
few cold ones on a hot summer afternoon. I
feel there are enough rules and regulations
on the books and in my life There are al-
ready rules governing drinking while driv-
ing and being drunk in public. Why do we
need to make more?

What it comes down to is taking re-
sponsibility for oneself. We're all adults,
with enough sensibility after all to have
purchased a sidecar rig — don't we have
enough sense to watch out for ourselves,
and enough moral responsibility not to
endanger the USCA with our behavior?

For we all know what could happen. If
we get a reputation for being a rowdy group,
sites will begin to be closed to us.

One lawsuit could ruin us financially.
In California, at least, the person who serves
the drink is as legally responsible for the
drunk's actions as the drunk is.

Do-gooder legislators, convinced that
we're undesirable sorts or wanting to please
some prude of a constituent, will begin to
find round-about ways to get rid of us.

Let's police ourselves before it happens
for us. I'm not saying that, if we hold a
USCA function at a site which doesn't allow
drinking, we should ignore their rules just
because we're "capable of controlling our-
selves." They have their reasons for such a
ban, be they moral, religious, or legal. I
know from various other groups to which I
belong that the cost of insurance protection
against alcohol responsibility is skyrocket-
ing, and the solution many groups have
chosen is to ban drinking.

But let's say we're in a location which
does allow drinking. Does that give us a
license to get plowed and raise the devil?
Not by a long shot. We should have respect
for the other members in the party who may
or may not want to stay awake until 2:00 or
3:00 a.m. while we party in our campsite.

At one rally I attend every year, there's
a certain group who camps a little apart
from the rest of us. After dinner, they all
roar off to town and have a great time.
When the bars close, they all roar back to
camp and get into their sleeping bags. Some
of us are awakened, but most don't even
realize they came back.

The trade-off comes at 6:00 a.m. when
some child in camp awakens and starts
yowling, awakening not only those who
crawled back late last night, but the rest of
us. Which is worse?

Should we ban children as well? I think
not. I appreciate the fact that the particular
group we're talking about here does their
whooping and hollering in town. I can live
with being awakened once at about 2:15
when they come back. I only hope that they
don't wrap themselves around a telephone
pole on the way back.

I may not be my brother's keeper, but I
hope that he will temper his behavior with
consideration for the rest of us. — Neil
Jameson

 Neil Jameson
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Letters
Anyone have a solution to
the bee problem?
Dear Editor:

Looking through the Oct.-Nov. issue we
were pleasantly surprised to see our picture
on page 14. The trip to the Big Foot 1989
Rally was high on our list for tours, Summer
1989.

Portland to Canoe, about 620 miles and
13 hours, was a fast trip through country
never seen before. We enjoyed the weekend
— and mostly the people.

We toured 8400 miles over a four-
month summer. Switching our Squire two-
seater from a 1979 Goldwing to a 1985 was
a joyful act. The 1985 Goldwing pulls all
three of us, sidecar and cargo trailer without
even breathing hard. As a result we enjoy
sidecarring more. We went to Lewiston, ID
for the Banana Belt Cruisers run and on the
way back we went over to Lolo, MO, down
to Reno, Palm Springs, San Diego, back up
through San Francisco, the redwoods, the
Oregon Coast Highway and back to Portland
in 14 days. 3800 miles, one back tire, one
oil change, and Emily got seven bee stings
before we could get our rig stopped and out
of traffic. It was inside her shirt. Now she
doesn't like riding in the back of the sidecar.
She managed to be stung about 10 times
while riding in back when she was four
years old.

We also made it to Sidecars-By-The-
Sea at Charleston, OR, where the 1990
USCA Rally will be held. Bring your camera
and shorts — it is beautiful.

We also went to Ears Across the Border,
a Bigfoot and Cascade sidecar campout. The
corn was plentiful and very good, the people
are great, and the stories around the camp-
fire .. . well, get a little tall around 2 a.m.
The ride was, as usual, too soon over, but
the ride from Anacortes, WA down the
Olympic Mountains and the Puget Sound is

beautiful.

We started 1990 with a Polar Bear run
of about 80 miles with Rose City M/C of
Portland, OR on January 1. We are planning
now for the Bigfoot Rally in Canada, the
USCA National in Coos Bay, OR and hope-
fully Mariposa, CA.

A lot of work goes into these events and
these great people don't get paid for it, so
get your rig out and dust it off and go — it's
all for fun and friendship.

Joe, Mary, and Emily McCullough,
Portland, OR

Note: Sounds like a sidecarist' s dream
of a summer, save the bee stings. Having
been stung a number of times myself in the
sidecar — twice a wasp down my back,
another time on the arm as it rested on the
car —I wonder how to avoid it. Do I wear a
turtleneck and roast? It's the only solution I
can see. Maybe a white,100% cotton turtle-
neck or other close-fitting, knit top for
Emily would help. The bugs seem to be
blown in by the velocity and up my shirt or
down the neck as I sit there like a big toad,
enjoying the scenery with my shirt flapping
in the breeze.

Since installing a bikini top on the
sidecar, I get a lot less wind around the
back. I also get a lot less sun — and sidecar-
ing is sometimes the only sun I manage to
get all summer long! I guess it's a push —
risk the bee stings, or cover up.

And another note — keep your face
shield down. We were following a friend out
of Mariposa last summer and the driver got
a bee inside his helmet. Not fun.

Anyone out there have any other sug-
gestions?

— Marge Ann
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New member needs help
with classic restoration
Dear Readers:

We welcome our newest member from
Japan. Mr. Munenichi Nosaka enjoys a brace
of rare Classic Vincint sidecar outfits, a
1954 Black Shadow with a 1954 Blacknell
single passenger Bullet, and a 1951 Rapide
with a 1950 Steib S-501.

He is in need of an original style brake
plate with parking brake or hydraulic brake
setup to complete his restoration. Seems the
former owner installed a BSA brake and
BSA wheel.

Anyone who can help should contact
him directly: Munenichi Nosaka, 1-11-8,
Higashi-cho, Kogenei-shi, Tokyo, Japan 184

— Eds.

Credit where credit is due
Dear Sidecarist:

You failed to give credit to the fabulous
artist who did the drawing on your Decem-
ber cover.

The BSA combination was drawn by
Mac Haserot. That and others can be or-
dered from Rankin's Motorcycle Interest,
1713 Winding Ridge Trail, Knoxville, TN
37922 USA.

Otherwise a well done issue.

Tom Anguish London, Ontario

Dear Tom:
Thank you for bringing this to our

attention. We had the issue from
SSKISweden in which it had appeared, and I
was told we had permission to reprint it.
Being unable to read Swedish, though I do
okay in French and Spanish, I couldn't
figure out who the artist was. We have

Letters..
written Rankin's, and hope that the artist
wasn't offended — obviously we thought
enough of his work to put it on our cover!
We urge readers interested in Mac Ilaserot's
postcards to write Rankin's.

— Marge Ann

Written contributions
Written contributions such as letters, fea-

tures and articles relating to motorcycles with
sidecars are encouraged, with art work.

No payment is made for unsolicited articles.
Please be sure that The Sidecarist has reproduc-
tion rights. Neither the Editorial and Publishing
Team nor the USCA accept responsibility for
material submitted. Material may be edited for
clarity and space.

Contributors using Macintosh, no matter
whether regular feature or special feature, should
send discs to The Sidecarist, 390 Hal!son lane,
Ben Lomond, CA 95005. To access modem,
whether IBM (ASCII) or Mac, call (408)
3362476 evenings NT and set up compatibility
with Marge Ann.

All typed or handwritten regular features
such as letters, classifieds, chapter news, manu-
facturers and services and coming events should
be sent to Neil Jameson, 390 HaIkon Lane, Ben
Lomond, CA 95005.

Contributors using IBM PC, no matter
whether regular feature or special feature, should
send discs to The Sidecarist, 35 Waterford Way,
Fairport, NY 14450. All typed or handwritten
feature stories should be sent to Kim Schwind,
35 Waterford Way, Fairport, NY 14450. To
access modem, whether IBM (ASCII) or Mac,
phone Kim at (716) 223-7786 mornings EST and
set up compatibility.

All inquiries for paid advertising, including
classifieds, go to Marge Ann Wimpee, 390
Neilson Lane, Ben Lomond, CA 95005. Direct
exchange advertising to Kim Schwind, 35
Waterford Way, Fairport, NY 14450.
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S/C Clinic
Part I - Working with Images
Sidecar Clinic by J. R. Ewing

It is difficult to word picture the interactions
taking place underneath our sidecars. Visible are
a stylized passenger compartment, a wheel and a
protective fender. Yet under it all are clear paths
of stress, lines of force which can be traced in
our imaginations. A helpful approach is to use
more easily understood images, parallel ex-
amples. Draw comparisons.

Please visualize a motorboat pulling a water
skier. This is a dandy similar exercise in physics,
for the skier is often pulled well to the rear and
off to one side, just exactly as is, our sidecar. The
water skiing arrangements are starkly visible; we
can SEE the pull-boat, the tow-rope, the skier-
workload, even the trailing turbulent water-wake,
evidence of the thrust of horsepower Can we
superimpose over that image the concept of a M/
C-Sidecar Outfit? One of our wheels is going to
locate right over each feature; boat, skier, even
the boiling water-trail (for it corresponds with
our power- delivery system; the rear drive-
wheel).

Like our front wheel, the boat is steerable.
Like our front wheel, the boat supplies the source
of pull-power for a trailing, off-side load. Our
front wheels broker the power to pull our side-
cars. The front wheel pulls the sidecar.

The boat pulls by means of a rope; obvi-
ously, the skier cannot push back on the rope. We
need to divest ourselves of the notion that the
sidecar wheel pushes back on its rope (frame),
for this is an old, old legend and it is wrong.
There is absolutely no way that a slave-wheel can
receive pull-power from up front and then send
thrust-power back on the same circuit.

We need to divest ourselves of the notion that
the sidecar wheel pushes back on its (frame),
for this is an old, old legend and it is wrong.

The sidecar's wheel CAN be used to influ-
ence the motorcycle' rear by crowding a bit one
way or the other. Thus, a severely cramped

sidecar wheel can push left against the motor-
cycle. However, since the sidecar's wheel IS only
a SLAVE-WHEEL, possessing no powers of its
own, the slave-wheel FOLLOWS the front
wheel's pull and guidance. It shares burden with
the bike's rear wheel, assists in braking if so
directed. This wheel can easily be crowded
toward, side-loaded against the bike at its rear
end and will be if we have done a poor job of
alignment. The sidecar's wheel can be a torment
to your rear tire.

There are a couple of other subtle actions
going on, such as a minimal soak-off of energy
further forward because of the sidecar's wheel
lead. These several minor effects are mutually
self cancelling. Our interest is in what the slave-
wheel does to the rear wheel.

Ideally, the sidecar's wheel would run
comfortably parallel to the motorcycle's line of
travel, which is not the motorcycle's center-line.
The bike's rear end is skidding left just a little bit,
which isn't all bad. We correct by steering the
front wheel slightly into the skid. Since the
motorcycle's deflection (from the path center-
line) becomes worse with higher speed and less
at low speeds, it is apparent that just one toe-in
dimension will not give us a parallel path under
all conditions. We don't even WANT a parallel
path under all conditions, for a wee bit of toe-in
can be useful. Toe-in will "tighten up" a rig that
is loosely put together and this fits most of us.

If there is ANY lost motion, any ability to
bend and flex ANYWHERE in your motorcycle-
sidecar combined chassis, the rig will respond by
spreading, becoming wider at the nose as speed
increases. Do not feel put upon, because every
conventional rear wheel drive auto and truck on
the road does the same thing. That is why they
run toe-in, so that when the chassis spreads, the
front wheels will run reasonably parallel.

This is also why two different sidecar rigs
live happily with two different toe-in dimen-
sions. They spread out to the same goal.
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S/C Clinic
Our sidecar problem is that we run far too
much. We continue to run, to advise you to

run the dimensions that were actually
workable seventy years ago.

Our sidecar problem is that we run far too
much. We continue to run, to advise you to run
the dimensions that were actually workable
seventy years ago. Those dimensions applied to
the equipment of that day and were close to the
mark through the decades of the ‘20’s and ‘30’s.
Tires were narrow, suspension non-existent. Our
machinery bumped and skidded a lot.

At about 1939-40 Yankee Land began to see
some change. Indian Motorcycle Company
designed and offered a quite decent motorcycle
rear suspension and larger "balloon" tires on
some models. Harley-Davidson riders stomped
and strutted and said that we didn't NEED that
rear suspension, but were mighty proud to get
bigger tires. The next major improvement was
teleforks. These kept the front wheel contacting
the ground more consistently.

In the last forty years we have gotten wider
tires (more traction), high hysteresis rubber
compounds (more traction), trailing link swing-
arm rear suspension (more time-on-the-ground
traction), cushioned drive lines (less surging-
slippage, more smoothly exploited traction)
suspension on the sidecar wheel (enhanced
stability- traction). Our need, our viable use of
toe-in has changed enormously because of the
improvements in equipment. Our sidecar leg-
ends, traditions have not kept up with mechani-
cal progress.

The strategies that used to work need to be
brought up to speed, for the equipment is now
out in front of the old concepts. We need to
rethink our advice to you, the new generation of
sidecarists, and YOU must listen with some
reservations to conflicting views. Today, your
best expert is yourself assisted by on-board
advisers - the tires. The TIRES will tell you
exactly what is going on. You must learn to read
them.

No U.S. speed limits sidecar should need
over one-quarter of an inch toe-in. If yours would
like more, you have done a bad job of rigging.
No North American model conventional road-
going passenger-carrying sidecar rig should be
breaking spokes in the wheels. If yours does, it is
not set up right. No sidecar, anywhere, ever,
should ruin-damage the bearings in its wheel.
NEVER.

If the rear wheel held up the motorcycle
before the sidecar was fitted, if it carried easily
two people, loaded saddlebags, and an under-
inflated rear tire, it will now carry one-third of
the weight of a sidecar. If you have moved the
passenger from the motorcycle seat to the car,
much of the heavy dunnage from the saddlebags
to the sidecar's luggage compartment and resisted
the temptation to overload with unnecessary
items the luggage box, your bike may weigh
LESS at the rear wheel than it did as a solo bike.

The spokes - bearings - tire-wear problems
should be regarded as ways in which the motor-
cycle is trying to tell you something. Three
knowledgeable interpreters are scooting about
under your outfit, perfectly willing to advise you
as to what is happening. On the money, NO
LEGENDS. You must learn to read the message
from your tires.

Next: HOW TO READ YOUR TIRES.
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Chapter/SSP
Rally Report: Chicago Region
BMW Rally
Lots of renewed sidecar interest and SSP!
By: John Dauginas

Momence, IL - The Chicago Region BMW
Rally, held September 22-24 was the site of the
third SSP course. This was the first year that we
added the Sidecar Workshop. Rigs for the course
were donated by Rodney Dabe, Jim Gribbin, and
Ed Johnson. With the range help of Rodney,
tireless rally worker and sidecarist Jim Fousek,
and Al Turner, instructor Ed took 12 students
through their first taste of sidecaring in safe,
controlled conditions.

There was also quite an audience, too. Some
commented that it was like watching the Field
Events, but with a classroom air about it. (Ex-
actly!)

The technical session that followed was
held by Jim Gribbin and myself. By taking both
the outline that was developed for the novice
seminars at the BMW National, and the wit and
wisdom of J.R. Ewing and Hal Kendall, we

provided those interested with the latest informa-
tion on BMW-driven sidecars and guidelines to
follow.

It was refreshing to see the renewing inter-
est in sidecars. What helped this time was to
have the USCA manuals and Hack'd magazine
available at the close of the session. I watched a
few of the buyers sit down at the next table and
begin reading. Not flipping through like a maga-
zine, but starting at Page 1. Real interest.

A lot of the commotion (and sidecar inter-
est) at this BMW rally was my new Guzzi/
Hedingham outfit, in bright red. I felt I needed a
display card answering all the questions that
were asked. Where is it made? How much?
Where did you get it? How does it handle? How
big is the trunk? What's that thing behind the
sidecar tire? (It's used for a jack should you get a
flat on the sidecar tire.)

I got a real charge out of the crowd, too. I
could sit back and watch them travel from bike
to bike, but every time they stopped at a rig, they
stood for a long time, looking over the entire rig.
Will 1990 be the re-birth of the 20-year 'cycle' of
sidecaring? Everything I've seen happening for
the past 4-5 years points in that direction. What
helps us now is the wealth of information now
being published on proper rigging and the SSP
courses.

Let's get them into sidecars in the 1990's!

... And he just bought his!

Amanda Hruska tries out John Dauginas'
new rig, while her dad takes the SSP course ...

Ed Johnson, center in cap, gives training
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Starting Over Again
By: Mitch Goldflies, MD
Chapter 8: Changing the Priorities

I rode the BMW-Spyder outfit to the
USCA Northern Illinois Region Chapter
Bathtub Derby hosted by Ed Johnson. My
son Ryan (90 lbs.) rode in the sidecar. The
high-speed weave of the BMW-Spyder outfit
was still present. The outfit's directional
stability seemed more sensitive to the
throttle and brakes with the added weight of
my passenger. Steering effort was high from
the combination of the steering camper and
the added weight of the sidecar passenger.

People at Ed's house gave favorable
comments on the appearance of the BMW-
Spyder outfit. J. R. Ewing was also inter-
ested in the steering damper. In the past J.
R. Ewing has suggested that torquing down
the steering head bearings may be sufficient
to control front fork wobble on some out-
fits. J. R. .nentioned that front fork wobble
only needs to be controlled by a steering
camper at slower speeds.

J. R. Ewing showed me the small ad-
justable steering damper that he uses on his
outfit. One end of the damper is attached
under the headstock and the other end to the
upper end of one fork tube with an adapter
fabricated from a muffler clamp. Compared
to J.R.'s outfit's damper my outfit's damper
looked like overkill.

Two things came to mind. First, I have
ridden my Harley outfit many times with the
friction damper turned off. While there is an
obvious front fork wobble at 20-30 mph, it
is more of a minor distraction than a real
handling problem. The second was several
comments that Ed Johnson made concerning
sorting out the handling problems with my
outfit. during the sidecar rigging Jeff
Witkowsky and Ed Johnson felt that the
front fork wobble on my BMW-Spyder was
uncontrollable without the steering damper.
Torquing down the steering head bearings

was not enough to control the wobble.

As I remembered, their test rides and
adjustments to control the wobble were
made before all of the repair parts were
available for the sidecar wheel air shock
absorber. Also, the sidecar was empty when
they were sorting out the handling problems.
How bad would the front fork wobble be if
the outfit was well aligned; the sidecar
wheel air shock absorber air pressure was
properly adjusted; adequate ballast placed in
the sidecar; and the steering damper re-
moved?

How bad would the front fork wobble be
if the outfit was well aligned; the sidecar

wheel air shock absorber air pressure was
properly adjusted; adequate ballast

placed in the sidecar; and the steering
damper removed?

I became desperate to reduce the sensi-
tivity of the outfit during accident avoid-
ance maneuvers after two near disasters.
The first event occurred while riding with
my son Ryan in the sidecar on the highway
in a construction zone. During a quick turn
to the right through the rerouted traffic
lanes the car in front of me suddenly
slowed. I instinctively rolled off the throttle
and gently applied the front brake. The
outfit jumped sideways to the left. I fought
to wrench the handlebars to the right, nar-
rowly missing a concrete barricade.

The second episode happened when my
daughter Brittany (96 lbs.) was riding in the
sidecar. I was riding in the outer traffic lane
at 35 mph behind a car which suddenly
braked and pulled headfirst into a curbside
parking spot. I again rolled off the throttle
and lightly applied the front brake. The
outfit jumped sideways, half into the lane to
my left. We were lucky that the lane was
open.

I was scared and depressed about the
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outfit's handling in an accident-avoidance
situation. I thought that the problem was

my inexperience driving the outfit.

I was scared and depressed about the
outfit's handling in an accident-avoidance
situation. I thought that the problem was my
inexperience driving the outfit. I was han-
dling the emergency situations with the
reflex actions that I learned on the Harley
outfit. The BMW-Spyder outfit was too
sensitive for these actions. I had taken my
great-handling BMW R65 solo motorcycle;
added a sidecar; and created, at times, a
poor-handling sidecar outfit. Possibly with
enough riding time I would become used to
the heavy steering; and throttle and brake
sensitivity.

Another thing that bothered me was the
inability of the BMW-Spyder outfit to com-
plete the Sidecar Safety Program Range
Exercises. Too much handlebar force was
required to complete the tight turns made in
some of the exercises. It did not make sense
to me that I was asking students to ride
through range exercises on their own outfits
when I knew that my BMW-Spyder outfit
was unable to run through the course.

I was sure that another motorcyclist
with enough time to become accustomed to
the quirks of the BMW-Spyder outfit could
safely operate the outfit in traffic. I was told
by expert BMW sidecarists who assisted in
rigging and sorting out the handling prob-
lems of the outfit that the outfit handled
very well. My lack of skills was the prob-
lem, not the outfit.

Something J. R. Ewing said gave me an
idea. If a major objective in sorting out a
sidecar's handling problems is to control
wobble, then other factors such as sensitiv-
ity to throttle and brakes, or lightness in
steering effort may be compromised. How-
ever, I had trouble blaming the high-speed
weave and the steering sensitivity to brakes

and throttle (worse with increasing speed
and sidecar occupant weight) on the steering
damper controlling the front fork wobble.

. . . with my wife. . . asking me if I knew
what I was doing, telling me not to kill

myself, telling me that I ruined my
beautiful new BMW by attaching the

sidecar . . .

There was only one way to evaluate the
front fork wobble. I decided to remove the
steering damper. You can imagine the scene
at my house. I was on my hands and knees
in our driveway, in my leathers, taking off
the bolts holding on the steering damper;
with my wife standing over me looking very
concerned, asking me if I knew what I was
doing, telling me not to kill myself, telling
me that I ruined my beautiful BMW R65 by
attaching the sidecar, telling me that I
should stop making myself sick over this
motorcycle and sell it.

The steering damper was off after
removing two bolts. The handlebars moved
freely. I started the motorcycle engine,
shifted into first gear, drove out of the
driveway and rode down the street. At 20 to
40 mph, front fork wobble occurred when
the front tire encountered road irregularities.
The wobble lasted for 1 to 3 seconds and
then stopped. Leaning on the sport handle-
bars in my normal riding position damped
out most of the wobble.
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The BMW-Spyder with the steering
damper removed.

I rode on various uneven road surfaces.
This included railroad tracks and grooved
streets being prepared for repaving. While
the wobble became worse as the road sur-
face deteriorated, the front fork wobble
never reached a level that I considered to be
uncontrollable. I thought that after a while
the front fork wobble may cause arm fa-
tigue.

With the steering damper removed I
noticed that the BMW-Spyder outfit was
much easier to steer at all speeds. Steering
was light and precise. Change in the throttle
or brake application had little effect on the
outfit's stability and direction of travel.
During emergency stops there was only a
little pull of the outfit to the left. At high-
way speeds the outfit was very stable. The
high speed weave disappeared.

The question I had was how could the
steering damper cause all of the handling
problems? I think that the steering damper
problem is partially related to its attachment
points. The steering damper was connected
between the right front fork slider at the
unused brake caliper attachment point and
the front upper sidecar mount. Any flex in
the sidecar mount could act through the
steering damper to push or pull the front

forks. In effect, the sidecar could steer the
front forks through mount flex and the
steering damper.

As the front forks compress or extend
the fork sliders move up and down, and
forward and backward relative to the steer-
ing damper's attachment point to the sidecar
mount. Since my steering damper was at-
tached to the fork slider and not the fork
tube it is possible that the damper could not
change its arm length as fast as the front
fork slider could change its position on the
fork tube.

With the front fork compression (brak-
ing or rolling off the throttle) the steering
damper would become too long relative to
the front fork length and tend to push the
forks to the left. With front fork extension
(rolling on the throttle) the steering damper
arm length would become too short relative
to the front fork position and tend to pull
the front forks to the right. Both of these
causes for the handling problems would
increase their effect with increasing speed
and sidecar passenger weight.

I learned two lessons. The first is, if
possible, to mount the steering damper to
the upper portion of the fork tube on my
BMW without cutting a hole in the fairing.
The second is to mount the other end of the
steering damper either on the motorcycle
frame or on the sidecar mount as close to
the frame as possible. J. R. Ewing's outfit's
hydraulic steering damper and my Harley
outfit's friction steering damper are not
affected by flexing of the sidecar mounts
due to their attachment point at or adjacent
to the steering axis. This would appear to be
the ideal location for placement of the
steering damper.

By removing the steering damper I have
changed the handling priorities of my
BMW-Spyder outfit. Without the steering
damper I found that increasing sidecar
occupant (or ballast) weight reduces the
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front fork wobble. However, as the sidecar
occupant weight increases, more force is
required for steering the outfit with the
sport handlebars. I found the best handling
combination to be 50 lbs. ballast in the
sidecar and 30 psi in the sidecar shock
absorber. Since I usually ride in the sidecar
solo, this is no problem. If I know ahead of
time that I will have to carry a passenger for
any significant distance I prefer to ride the
Harley outfit.

The front fork wobble does not bother
me. Handling at all speeds is light and
precise. Since the high-speed weave is gone
the motorcycle does not need a new rear
shock absorber. However, I have not re-
moved the mounts for the steering damper
which I carry in the sidecar trunk. In situa-
tions when my speed would not exceed 30
mph — no sidecar passenger, and poor road
surfaces (rallies or campgrounds, etc.) — I
may remount the steering damper to control
the front fork wobble.

With the steering damper removed I am
able to use the outfit for demonstrations of
the Range Exercises at the Sidecar Safety
Program. Due to the high steering effort
with the sport handlebars, when a passenger
is in the sidecar, I do not plan on allowing
students to use this outfit to practice on the
Range Exercises in the Sidecar Safety Pro-
gram. This could change if I switch to
touring handlebars in the future.

So the good news is that, overall, the
project turned out very well. The bad news
is that one reason for building the BMW-
Spyder outfit was to create an acceptable
outfit for students to use in practicing the
Range Exercises in the Sidecar Safety Pro-
gram. I failed on that one important count.

The USCA is now building training
outfits for the students to use during the
Range Exercises. The availability of teach-
ing outfits will eliminate having to use my
personal outfit for the students practicing

the Range Exercises in the Sidecar Safety
Program.

For anyone interested, I will sell the
BMW-Spyder outfit for $9,000 ($8,000 for
me; $1,000 for the USCA Sidecar Safety
Program.)

Happy Sidecarring -  The End

Head-on view of the fine-tuned outfit.

Note: This mirrors my experiences with
hydraulic dampers.  They can way overdampen
the steering and the steering can become wooden
and lifeless and deadly.  It must be fitted on the
upper tree segment.  I much prefer the ultra-light
precision of the adjustable friction damper even
if I have to custom-build it today, or adapt it from
an early pre-1970 model bike.

I have found that with hydraulic dampers
that the bike no longer responds to the self-
centering action one expects after one has turned
a corner so one has to not only steer into the
corner with a hydraulic damper, but also has to
steer out of the corner to get it back on the
straight road again.  I set the damper at the
minimum setting to just control the wobble.

Hal Kendall
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Rally
Americade was a Memoriable
Experience
By: Clarence Kessler

We were having breakfast at a local cafe in
Lusk, Wyoming on Sunday morning when Bill
Jones from Wilmot, South Dakota walked in and
said "hello." He is a Chapter member and was
also on his way to Estes. A pleasant surprise. Bill
followed us to Estes and we camped together for
the week. Laurel Donnafield also joined us later
at Estes. We met Bill and Nellie Bowman from
Portland, Oregon while parking across from the
registration area. It was encouraging to have six
of our USCA members together first thing
Monday morning.

Monday was mostly a day for people to get
organized at the YMCA. Tuesday was a busy day
with the normal AMERICADE activities. We
manned the booth as best we could. Bill Jones
put in considerable time and Nellie Bowman
helped. We had a successful seminar. At first it
looked as if only our little crew would be attend-
ing the seminar along with one interested poten-
tial sidecarist. In a few minutes Larry Coleman
was helping Wanda carry more chairs into the
small area that was assigned to us. Wanda is one
of those hardworking AMERICADE folks who
helps us have fun.

During the seminar I introduced Larry
Coleman. He is the holder of the world speed
record for Sidecars and a three time Sidecar
racing champion. Larry gave a very interesting
talk. He is a true Sidecarist and dedicated USCA
member, who was willing to take time, from his
duties as Kal-Gard Representative, to help with
the Seminars.

The Thursday Seminar was also well-
attended. Our small crew and supporters were
busy getting their hacks into the judging. The
small room was again full of interested potential
sidecarists and others with varied amounts of
hacking experience. At this seminar it so hap-
pened that we had a classic example of a sidecar
owner with sore arms and shoulders, due to a
hack with rear mount sag, toe-out and lean-in.

Vern Goodwin and I had spent several hours on
Wednesday in the parking lot, getting the hack
set up properly. The owner, Mimi St. Onge, from
Canada, told the audience how different a prop-
erly set up outfit handled. She also won the Non-
AMA long distance Sidecar award.

The sidecar tour to Ward, Colorado was a
popular event with our group. Bill Dutcher took
considerable video footage while we were
getting ready for the run. He also rode in the
back of a station wagon to video our group
leaving the YMCA. We are hopeful that sonic of
this will show up in Dave Despain's 1989
AMERICADE WEST Video. It was a great ride
and we all enjoyed the stop at Ward. On the way
back we stopped at the quaint community of
Allenspark, CO for lunch before heading back to
Estes Park.

A list of the winners in the various Judging
begins with Barbie Ferrin's pink GoldWing and
Kenna Sidecar taking first place. Earl Ott was
second place winner. Long Distance with a
Sidecar was taken by George and Martha Mc
Clure. This is the second time they have pulled
this off with their 1984 Aspencade and California
hack. Ed Houston from San Diego, CA won 2nd
place long distance award. Ed also put on a
display during the light show. As was earlier
mentioned, Mimi St. Onge from St, Lazare, Que.,
Canada, won long distance Non-AMA with a
Sidecar.

We had an interesting group of Sidecarists
at this AMERICADE. Among them was 43 year
old Ernst Remagen from Frankfort, Germany.
Ernst and his wife Johanna shipped their BMW/
EML outfit to Toronto about 3 months ago. That
was the beginning of a 12,000 mile ride to
Alaska, Canada, and throughout the western
United States. I met Ernst when he pulled into
the parking area. I enjoyed visiting with Ernst in
German and a little later introduced him to
AMERICADE'S Bill Dutcher and Bill Wood
from AMA Magazine. They had interviews with
Ernst and he was asked to stay for the fairground
ceremonies on Friday. I invited him to camp with
us for a couple of nights.
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The awards and Friday feed at the fair-

grounds was sponsored by BMW and Ernst was
asked to drive his BMW/EML hack in front of
the Grandstand. It was a pleasure to meet this
dedicated hack driver. Johanna had to return to
Frankfort a few days before Ernst came to Estes
Park AMERICADE. He was continuing his trip
by going to Denver, and on south to Texas. From
there he was going to Miami, and eventually up
to Glens Falls, NY to see Bill Dutcher before
heading back to Toronto and catch his flight
home.

Ernest Remagen and his world-traveling
BMW/EML outfit from ldstein, Germany,

near Frankfort
The pleasure one gets out of attending a

rally such as AMERICADE WEST is great. To
see folks like the Mc Clures and Barbie Ferrin
again, along with meeting new people like Bill
and Nellie Bowman from Portland, and Mimi St.
Onge from Canada, makes the traveling worth-
while. Ed Houston and his family added a lot to
our group. They travel with two boys who ride in
the hack. Others who were not USCA members
and a number whose names I did not get, all
added to the pleasure of this bunch of Sidecar
types, getting together to enjoy their little niche
in Motorcycling. Those who could not be at
Estes Park's AMERICADE WEST for 1989,
missed out on a memorable experience.

Winner of the Sidecar Show — Barbie Ferrin
and her pink Goldwing with color-matched

Kenna sidecar

Working out last minute details on the Sidecar
tour to Word, CO: Ed Houston's family in

their Motorvation/Goldwing outfit, followed
by Chuck and Dyann Swanson on their

Suzuki 750 watercooled, with Velorex hack.
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Big Bikes at 1989 Bigfoot
By: Linda Monohan

If you're sponsoring a motorcycle rally in
Canada, Canoe is the place to do it. Canoe is just
east of Salmon Arm and near the beautiful
Shuswap Lakes in British Columbia. The Big-
foot National Sidecar Rally was organized this
year by Duncan Reid of the Bigfoot Sidecar Club
of Canada and held on July 29-30th. The three-
day event was filled with fun people, interesting
rigs, delicious foods and campfire lies. You had
to participate in the last session — it was in the
program!

Hidden Valley Campground was a perfect
location as we had our own grassy, tree-shaded
area — complete with babbling brook. The
brook separated us from the normal folks, those
happy campers who must have wondered just
what was going on over there with that large
group of weird looking motorcycles. And where
did all the kids come from? Could those strange
big bikes actually have transported all those
families with their tents and cooking gear?

Sidecarists are family folk who like to do
their touring together on a motorcycle. And this
seventh annual Bigfoot Rally attracted all kinds
of them. And they weren't just Canadians, eh?
(Pronounced A). There were sidecars hauling
families from as far away as Jamestown, New
York. And a whole big group came up from
Portland, Oregon. And then there was Norbert
and I from the Carson Valley area of Nevada. We
felt right at home in this semi-arid part of British
Columbia. The summertime weather is more
predictable — predictably warm and dry — than
coastal Canada, and the chances of getting rained
upon while on your bike or in your tent are
minimal. But no one stayed in their tents — we
all went riding.

One of those rides was the Saturday After-
noon Poker Run. The 50 mile course meandered
through rolling green hills, quiet backcountry
farmland, and sweet smelling corn fields. One
checkpoint even had a skinny-dipping creek for
our cool-down pleasure.

Rally
There certainly was an interesting assort-

ment of sidecars at this rally. I counted three
Zephyrs, two Watsonian Monzas, two California
Sidecars, and two Motorvation Formula II's. Plus
a variety of other styles. (THREE Zephyrs!!!)

The whole weekend was very relaxed and
gave new meaning to the word "laid-back".
Theres was plenty of time for reminiscing with
old friends and swapping sea stories. (Make that
bike stories in this case.) There was also lots of
rapping going on during the "Technical Clinic"
which focused on the mechanical side of
sidecarring.

To make this bike rally a real vacation for
me and all the other motorcycle mamas, we
didn't have to do any of the cooking all weekend!
Duncan Reid fed us big pots of wieners and
beans on Friday night, Chris and Jim Dodson of
Hack'd Magazine cooked pancakes for our
Saturday morning breakfast, and then there was
the "gourmet dinner". Saturday night's barbecue
banquet was scrumptious. All-you-could-eat
fresh caught salmon and chicken, plus lots of
luscious accompaniments. Vicky Reid was
responsible for that wonderful meal and we
certainly appreciate her.

Right after dinner there were a few special
presentations made for various accomplishments.
A particular recognition was given to Ralph
Connor from Portland, Oregon. He was awarded
the "Bigfoot Biggest Big Gut" trophy. But Ralph
didn't fit the description of the club's namesake
— that legendary large and hairy ape-man that
people keep saying they see running through the
forests of Northwestern U.S. and Southwestern
Canada. Perhaps next year we too will encounter
"Bigfoot" as we trek north to the 8th Annual
Bigfoot National Sidecar Rally. We'd like to plan
our summer vacation around three sidecar rallies
in a row: starting with the Canadian Big-foot
Rally (July 14-15), followed by the USCA's
National Rally in Coos Bay, Oregon (July 19-
22), then the Mariposa Sidecar Spectacular (July
27-29). It'll be a sensational sidecar summer...
hope to see you all there.
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Bigfoot Rally Coordinators, Vicky Reid, Duncan Reid, and their 7 year-old son, James Reid.

Rally..

The Richardson family at Bigfoot — Carla, 7,
Mark, 5, Linda and Richardson-to-be, Dean

and dog Caeser.

Joe, Mary and little Emily McCullough and
Jim, Marilyn and 3 year-old Dori McManus.

Rotary-powered RE-5 (500cc Suzuki) with
"the only unit with a Sweet Chariot sidecar on

the West Coast", owner, Sheldon Fern.

Henny Nukoop, secretary of Bigfoot Sidecar
Club, and Vicky Reid, co-coordinator of the

rally, stir up the salad. Yum.
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Legal
Cruise Control
Legislative News

Participate in DOT Forums
AMA members are encouraged to par-

ticipate in forums hosted by the DOT to
help shape a national transportation policy
for the 1990's. The DOT has scheduled these
events throughout the country starting in
late summer. Anyone interested in more
information should call (614) 891-2425.

ATV Safety Act of 1987
Illinois residents should be pleased to

learn the "ATV Safety Act of 1987" has been
amended to allow children to learn to ride
on private property. Also, competition
motorcycles are now exempt from the an-
nual registration of off-highway motor-
cycles. The registration monies are segre-
gated for use to purchase and maintain off-
highway motorcycle parks and other riding
areas.

AMA Lobbies to reinstate off-road events
In California, several off-road competi-

tion events had been cancelled because of
the new endangered species status of the
desert tortoise. The AMA successfully
lobbied with the Fish and Wildlife Service
and Bureau of Land Management to develop
procedures to protect the tortoises while
allowing humans to use the area. These
events were reinstated.

Hearings on off-road land use - CA
Hearings on off-road land use by motor-

ized vehicles have been scheduled in Cali-
fornia during late October and early Novem-
ber. If anyone is interested in participating
as a witness, call (202) 226-7736 no later
than October 20th for the Bishop hearing or
November 3 for the Barstow hearing.

Defeat of Helmet Bill in CA
Voters in California have once again

defeated attempts to enact a helmet law.
Compromise bills are being introduced to
require helmet use by riders under the age of
21. Also, the California Motorcyclist Safety
Program will continue, and new riders must
complete this program before a license will
be issued.

GA to implement tighter MC standards
Georgia will be implementing tighter

standards for motorcycle licenses. Effective
October 1st, anyone wishing to use a bike
over 500cc's (that's most of us I think) will
be required to take a more vigorous written
and rider skills test on that sized machine
(it's about time!). It will also be necessary
for persons obtaining a new license to take
an equivalent test. Also, riders renewing
their licenses must provide proof of owner-
ship of a motorcycle or lose their Class 2 or
Class M status. A new classification for
trikes and sidecars has been added as well.
Anyone interested in how this effects you
should contact Chad Burns at (404) 624-
7720.

Ratification of MCSI in NC
North Carolina had ratified a statewide

Motorcycle Safety Instruction program to
take effect on October 1, 1989. Unfortu-
nately it has an expiration date of 1993
unless it is extended through additional
legislation. The program will be adminis-
tered by the Department of Community
Colleges who will determine the ciriculum
and completion requirements. The program
will be funded by a $3.00 surcharge for each
motorcycle registered within the state.
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Rig Build
Off With the Old, On With New
By: Bernard Lee Hoekstra, Randolph WI

What a project! It began with a Vetter
Terraplane sidecar attached to a 1979
Goldwing which was to end up on a 1984
Goldwing. The first problem was locating
mounts for the '84 Wing as Vetter did not
make mounts for this model. Bill Wyatt,
owner of Midwest Terraplane, made a few
sets but he was no longer in business.

Luck was with me as Earl Fulcer lent
me his mounting sets to use as patterns. Earl
has a Midwest Terraplane attached to an '84
Wing. He carefully disassembled and then
reassembled his rig for the project. A black-
smith shop made a set of mounts and the
required U-bolts.

We then faced the next series of prob-
lems involving the mounts on the sidecar.
First, the front lower mount had to be
lengthened and re-mounted at a different
angle. Then the lower mount was lengthened
and a bend added. Finally, top mount needed
a loop added to the original mounting posi-
tion so it was 4 or 5 inches forward of the
stock position.

Tom Backler of Waukesha, WI. handled
these modifications. (Photo 1) Tom's weld-
ing work was perfect. He fabricated steel
jigs and patterns so a similar conversion can
be yours, even by mail order.

The bike, sidecar, and mounts were
taken to Steve Buda of Milwaukee, WI.
(Photo 2) Steve mounted the sidecar and
added a steering damper. The alignment was
perfect. Cindy has driven several thousand
miles with this outfit and reports "no prob-
lems."

The last stop was at the paint shop
where the sidecar was color-matched to the
Wing. (Photo 3) The outfit was driven home
and readied for the next season.

The conversion turned out better than

expected. Tom did excellent work. The
stabilizer works very well. I would recom-
mend it for any Wing. My wife likes the '84
(this is her rig) much better than the '79 she
had. The conversion was worth the time and
the effort.

Thanks are in order to:

• Al Schultz, USCA Wisconsin Chapter
Director, for his time and generous help.

• Earl Fulcer of Milwaukee, for the loan of
his sidecar and mounts.

• Tom of Tom's Portable Welding and
Fabricating Service, Waukesha, WI (414)
549-0523. (Photo 1)

•  Steve Buda of Ste Col Specialties, Mil-
waukee, WI; (414) 372-7277. (Photo 2)

• Dean Kopf of Waupun, WI for the paint
job. (Photo 3) Do not hesitate to call if
you wish a similar conversion. I may be
able to help.

Bernard Hoekstra, (414)326-5449

Our thanks to the USCA WI Chapter
and their newsletter (from which this article
was lifted, with permission).

WI Chapter Member, and GWRRA State
Director, Earl Fuker on board his Wing/

Midwest Terraplane rig. Tom Backler, owner
of the welding shop, rests in the hack seat.
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Both hacks, while similar, have several differences, i.e., 13" auto wheel vs. 18" cycle wheel,
brake/no brake, adjustable/non-adjustable swing arms, ride height. Only the tub is the same!

Rig Build..
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A Story
Reaping some very special
rewards across borders
"As we sow, so shall we reap."

Greetings fellow sidecarists. How many times
have you heard this quotation? Have you TRIED
applying it to your own life? Here is a brief, happy
story, proving it works, at least for me.

About a year ago, I met my very good friend Jim
Breen and his wife, at a local square dance in Creston,
BC. Jim is a quadriplegic, confined to a wheelchair
suffering from MS. His wife, Velda is the dancer. As
we talked, I discovered he used to ride a 1939 BMW. I
was delighted that we had something in common, and
suddenly visualized myself in his position. Fortunately,
I am blessed while excellent health. I wondered if
between us, Velda and I could help Jim into my rig. I
approached him, and yes, he would love it.

Now, once a week, I make the trek between

Creston, BC and Booners Ferry, Idaho where Jim and
Velda live, about 30 miles away. Jim and I take off for
day rides of 100,  200 miles or more, exploring the
beautiful Kootenay country of British Columbia and
Northern Idaho.

The moral of this story is that I have made two
very dear friends in Jim and his wife Velda. She is just
getting over a tough battle with Leukemia, undergoing
several marrow transplants, and am happy to report she
is doing very well. Jim is full of enthusiasm for life,
and between the two of them, they have made my life
far more interesting and meaningful.

I thank God I met them, it is indeed a real bless-
ing for me. I sowed just a little, and reaped bountifully.
Why don't you give it a try? I'm sure you can find
someone who would love to ride with you in your
exciting machine for an hour or more each week.
Believe me, you will be the winner.
Doug Wood2325, RR1,Creston,BC,VOID1G0
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Achtung!
Allus non-technischen

lookens-peepers!
Coming in the next

issue of
The Sidecarist:
Lots of great info on

upkeep, modifications, and
all that technical stuff.
Plus the usual features
and stories from YOU!

"The Way We Were"
TEN YEARS AGO: 1980:
Will Sidecarring Be Outlawed?

Once a Motorcyclist, Always a Motorcyclist;

So You Want to Build Your Own Rig;

Report on the 12th Annual Polar Bear Run.

FIVE YEARS AGO: 1985:
Mad Dogs, Englishmen and Sidecars by DD

When Is a Rigid Not a Rigid? When It's a
Leaner;

The Squire QM1;

Weight Distribution by HAK;

Reflections of 1984 Sidecar Racing Season;

Tribute to Frank Zuch

Back issues of The Sidecarist
Back issues of The Sidecarist continue to be

available from John Kliefoth, Sidecar Informa-
tion Officer, USCA, Inc., 21650 - 125th Way,
Sun City West, AZ 85375. Enclose $2.00 to
cover shipping for each issue ordered.

The Sidecarist is supported
by the membership of the USCA —

and by advertisers.
Please contact the Advertising

Manager, 390 Hallson Lane, Ben
Lomond, CA 95005

for rates and deadlines.

This could be your ad!
If you noticed this spot, so will

your potential customers.
Contact us at (408) 336-2476 eves. PST

or write 390 Hanson Lane, Ben Lomond, CA 95005
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Rally
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Rally..
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Bits & Pieces
SSPs @ 1990 Rider Rallys

The Sidecar Safety Program is very pleased to
announce that the United Sidecar Association will be
offering training courses at two of the three Rider
Rallys for 1990. The Kentucky Rally materials had
already been printed, so registration for the event will
be on a first come-first served basis. Times will be
posted at registration.

Rider has disclosed the location of the fall
Northeast Rally —Vernon, NJ. So if you were plan-
ning on a fall getaway, here's another opportunity to
attend a Sidecar Safety Program if you didn't catch it in
May at Kentucky.

BikePAC OR Petition HelmetLaw
The Executive Board of BikePAC of Oregon is

making a supreme effort to gather enough signatures
on petitions to have that state's helmet law placed on
the Nov., 1990 ballot.

Why should we be interested? "Because our
battle is your battle," say Executive Director Brian
Stovall and publicity chair Jack Fassell.

They've also targeted Motorcycle Industry
Council members, who support the national helmet
law bill (S1007) because they feel that "the industry
thinks that motorcycling has a reputation as an 'unsafe'
sport, and that a helmet law would somehow change
all that and enable them to sell more motorcycles and
related products.  If you want to know more about the
Oregon campaign and how to organize one of your
own, write BikePac at IP.O. Box 5612, Salem, OR
97304.  And hey! What's this tidbit about England
considering requiring leg protectors for motorcylists?

Robert Schwind Passes Away
We regret to announce the passing of Robert

Schwind, 69, on January 4th, 1990 father of Jim
Schwind. Bob was a retired detective, serving the
Rochester, New York police force for 25 years. During
which time he spent about a year as a motorcycle
officer, complete with sidecar rig. He'd often tell how
the bad guys could get away if they knew enough to
keep taking righthand corners. He never discouraged

his son's interest in motorcycling, even enjoyed his
grand-children's reaction to the various rigs at the
Schwind household. We'll miss you Dad.

Mike Cova seeks AMA Trustee
Mike Cova of Anniston, Alabama is seeking

election as a member of the board of trustees for the
American Motorcycle Association. According to his
letter, he has good qualifications and is actively inter-
ested in continuing an active involvement with national
organizations such as ourselves. Look for his name and
take a look-see at his platform and consider him as a
possible candidate for this position

Dutchcountry M/C Tours
Dutchcountry Motorcycle Tours is offering tours

scheduled from March 20th to November 15th. They
operate in the Lancaster County Amish country of
Pennsylvania. Tours include Farmland, Historic,
Covered Bridge, and Rider's Choice.

Prices are reasonable, $8.00 per bike for a tour,
$18.00/$28.00 for a tour and Smorgasbord lunch,
$20.00/$32.00 for a tour and Smorgasbord dinner, and
$13.00/$18.00 for a picnic lunch and tour. (Single/
double). Tour prices do not include admission prices to
the attractions along the route. For more info contact
DMT, P.O. Box 34, Smoketown, PA 17576.

Chicago Northwest KOA
Ed Johnson has a tidbit for those who can't attend

the 12th annual USCA rally in Oregon in 1990. The
Heartland Area Sidecarists are offering you an alterna-
tive — or, since it's happening before the National, you
could always stop by on your way West.

You're invited to the Chicago Northwest KOA
Campground in Union, IL. The dates are May 31-June
3. There'll be all sorts of activites at the campground
and nearby.

Send news items to: Sidecarist Editor, 390
Hallson lane Ben Lomond CA 95005
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Finances
USCA 1989 Fiscal Report

1989 continued to be a transition year for the
USCA. As you may remember the USCA Executive
Committee initiated a turnaround of the organization in
the summer of 1987. Our mission was to salvage a
small business, the United Sidecar Association, Inc.
Unlike other small businesses we were unable to
establish a line of credit with a bank to fund the
turnaround. Instead, we used the good will, donated
time, donated equipment and donated supplies of our
membership and vendors.

This program enabled the USCA to survive for
the moment. The Executive Committee streamlined
the organization's management. Strict cost controls,
limiting inventories, changes in purchasing programs
from vendors and the increased use of computer
systems for record keeping improved the USCA's
management. While things look better on paper, our
volunteer staff and donated equipment was stretched to
their limits. Burnout and failures started to occur.

One of our goals for 1989 was to replace our
burned-out staff and equipment as needed. We in-
creased our expenses with this change. The result has
been better control of membership lists, renewals and
processing of funds received. New volunteers and
additional committee positions have also increased our
expenses. These additional expenses should be offset

by an increase in USCA membership and advertising.

As we enter 1990 and a new decade the contin-
ued survival of the USCA is based on several factors.
The most important is the continued support and
growth of our membership. We must work to maintain
our present membership. We must encourage motorcy-
clists from the growing population of sidecarists to join
and become active in the USCA. We must continue to
recruit good volunteers from our membership for the
work which must be done.

An increase in advertising revenue will allow The
Sidecarist to grow in size and quality. Improved
financing for the Sidecar Safety Program from private,
business and government sources is required to
promote our educational programs. Considering the
government's attempt to save all of us from potential
sources of harm, sidecar operator education is essential
for the survival of sidecarring in this country.

We must do everything possible to improve the
image of motorcycling. Sidecarists are in a very good
position as positive image-makers for motorcycling. A
marketing plan for the USCA may include programs
like SAMI (Sidecarists Against Motorcycling Intoxi-
cated). The long-term survival of motorcycling may
depend on your support of motorcycle organization.
Support the USCA!

— Mitch Goldflies, MD Treasurer, USCA Inc.
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Rally
3rd Hoosier Hack's "So-Long
Summer Sidecar Campout"
By Larry De Vos

Dingy. Dark. Dreary. Dismal. Drippy.
Downright WET! Thursday and Friday of Our
Special Weekend were miserable. Thursday was
flash flood day across central Indiana and steady,
heavy rain in Muncie kept Selma and me from
faring forth for an extra day in beauty-land.

Friday let loose more rain early, kept up
drizzle and dark clouds across much of the state
for several hours. Afternoon and evening were
OK, but a deluge hit early morning. the matter
improved, with rather nice Saturday and beauti-
ful Sunday — that is, after heavy fog burned off
each day. The fog gave deliciously eerie effects
evening and morning each day.

Wyandotte State Park is lovely with valleys,
curving roads, many trees, and excellent sites —
ample, many shaded, electricity; very good —
and handy — restrooms.

Phil Bickwermert and Greg TenBrook got
down with little trouble Thursday to get things
ready for us. Selected group sites, got the sign
out, and set up registration and coffee/tea pot,
etc. We sure appreciated their dedication on our
behalf. Others dribbled in Friday and Saturday.
Some even showed up after dark Saturday. Our
fame for a good time sure had drawing power!

In all, there were 47 registered adults, 10
children, 1 dog, 27 rigs, two four-wheelers.

No Dull Moments
Friday and Saturday were full of, "Hey, how

ya been?" and `Look what you've done since we
last met!" or "How would you fix this?" Old and
new friends checked out rigs, tents, scenery, etc.
Some folks went to historic Corydon a few miles
down the road, or some of the other historic
spots in the area, or the Ohio River from some
vantage point.

Satt!rday morning Ed Johnson encouraged
several people to eat early so he could get his

sidecar riding and safety course going. He tried
so hard. He got away late, started up after 9:00.
Six people with five rigs took the course in the
smallest parking lot — a challenge. Marilyn
Johnson, who capably set up the next exercise
while Ed talked to the group. Only Bob Nelson
charged out for the optional final exercise,
"flying the hack wheel." Ed has our appreciation
for coming down to give us the course. Hope he
had a good time the rest of the weekend!

In the afternoon, Linda Nelson and helpers
(sorry — didn't get their names) kept the kids
busy for quite a while with games and activities.
Some of that stuff looked fun. Hope they do it
for us for some time. Many thank-yous to the
ladies for the preparations and execution of an
important function.

J. R. Ewing took a large group around him
for the tech session, covering set-up, tires, other
items as they came up. That is, he sat down, the
rest of us stood for more than an hour! Good
indication of the quality of his presentation. He
had a couple rigs on hand to show what he was
talking about. We appreciate J. R. — we look
forward to his talks and articles.

After J.R.'s talk, we gathered for the draw-
ing of prizes furnished by Hack'd Magazine,
Moody Cycle, and Kokomo Honda. Our thanks
to you gentlemen for your generosity.

Winners were Linda Peters, Sue Pattison,
Vern Mitchell, John Dauginas, J.R. Ewing,
Wendell Owens, Marvin Perry III, Ed Johnson,
Jill Williams, Mary Summers, Phil Bickwermert,
George Wolfe, Diana Owens.

Award Certificates
Then we gave out award certificates for various

achievements:

Oldest Combo, Ed Modglin, rig specs not re-
corded;

Newest Combo, John Dauginas, 1989 Guzzi &
Hedingham;

Oldest Bike, Steve Howard, bike specs not
recorded;
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Rally..
Oldest Hack, J.R. Ewing, hack specs not re-

corded;

Farthest from home, George Wolfe, 450 miles;

Oldest Male Driver, Ed Johnson;

Most 29+ Female Driver, Marilyn Johnson;

Youngest Male Driver, Marvin Perry III, 16;

Youngest Female Driver, Beth Matson, "over
16;"

Most 29+ Female Passenger, Ida Modglin;

Youngest Male Passenger, Ryan Agullana;

Youngest Female Passenger, Molly Hunteman;

Most People In/On Rig, Fred Hunteman— 5;

First Arrival, Phil Bickwermert and Greg
TenBrook;

Last Arrival, Alan Atherton -- like last year,
arrived just before the awards were given out.
In fact, others arrived after that, on into the
evening. But we have to cut it off somewhere,
Folks!

Eventful Saturday Evening
Then, SUPPER. 20 rigs and both 4-wheel-

ers rode off away from the sunset to Corydon and
the Ideal Cafeteria. A clown from the clown shop
next door came over and visited with kids and
"kids" while we are. After the meal, a few re-
mained to look around the historical section of
town, an early capitol of Indiana.

Back "home," campfires glowed in the
gathering mist as attendees visited. A pickup
with noisy teens went by a few times, and was
suddenly halted right next to our site by park
security. Seems they were gathering loose camp-
site posts, other loose wood (including our
directional sign) for a bonfire. Next day, Greg
and Phil put up another sign. Is the original still
in the "Evidence room?"

New Button Maker
Greg got us a button maker which is ours as

soon as he's made enough money to pay for it.
He did a good try as his first time out. Prepared
messages were, "I r My Sidecar," "Hackers Do It
On The Side," Hackers Get It On The Side,"
"Sidecarists Have More Fun," "Kiss me, I'm a
Sidecarist." He's looking for more stock —
suggestions? He also will do one or two of a kind
if someone will do the penmanship for him. For
a buck a button, it's a steal. He might event start
up a mail-order business if postage accompanies
the order. It looks as though we could pick up
several bucks for our treasury.

And Away We Go!
Sunday morning was a spectacle of activi-

ties as tents collapsed everywhere, many grunts
and items were shoehorned into nooks and
crannies of rigs. Engines fired up, arms waved,
and attendees took their leave. Ye Olde Editor
was ready to leave what he though was an empty
campground about 2 p.m. when a rig from
somewhere putted off on a nearby road. A sunny
few hours, we were home with memories.
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Overseas
News from Abroad
From Marc Thouret, Overseas Contact for the
Amicale Sidecarist de France:

The French Members of the ASF wish all
USCA members a very merry Christmas and a
very Happy New Year.

Enclosed is a photo of what appears to the
be the ultimate of a chair pulling machine. It is a
prototype French bike just tested in November,
1989. The Moto Guedon uses a Renault 2669 cc
V-6 engine which develops a genuine 100 HP.
Top speed solo is 161 MPH. No doubt it could
be matched to one of those excellent French or
German ultra futuristic sidecars. Just don't ask
the price.

Serious enquiries to: Moto Racing Guedon,
La Cote Ribiere, 23100 Aubunon, France, or call
55-66-39-08.

From Australia. . .
QSB

New sidecar manufacturer becomes news of
one of the latest entries into the sidecar arena.
Kevin Quirke produced his first rig a few years
ago and plans to be in full production before the
end of this year. Designed and built for the
rugged Australian outback, it includes his own

rear wheel designed to accept the 135SR15 auto
tire and his own set of leading link forks.

Rear tire life is about 16,000 miles while
gasoline consumption is reduced by 15% with
the auto tire. Trailing arm suspension is provided
with a Koni shock. The chassis is of a steel box
section. The four point mounting system is
custom tailored. Bench seat lays back. It comes
with complete lighting and a gel coat finish.

The basic unit sells for about $2050 (U.S.)
and options include: interior pack (carpets, light,
lighter, cassette radio, etc.), mag wheel with
185SR13 steel belted tire, brake, color matching,
rear bumper, air vent, and provision for seating
up to four children. The leading link front end
sells for under $610 (U.S.) and the 15-inch wheel
with auto tire for under $300 (U.S.). Orders are
being taken at this time. For more information,
contact, QSB , 26 Day Street,Bairnsdale, Victoria
3875, Australia.

Tour Aussieland
George and Linda Cunningham of

Queensland, Australia are offering a unique
service to motorcyclists visiting their area. They
are operating a tour service based out of
Brisbane, Queensland.

They provide a Harley-Davidson motor-
cycle rigged with saddlebags, carry rack, pillion
back rest and highway begs. They provide fuel
and oil, evening accommodations, all major
meals, entry fees to attractions along the route,
tour guide services, and a full back-up, including
change over facilities in case of a breakdown.

You provide a drivers license, helmet,
leathers, and spending money (lots of it). A seven
night /six day trip costs $2275 per person, shared
evening accommodations. Two up on one bike
with shared accommodations is $2625. Sounds
like fun. Anyone interested, write Sarroy Enter-
prises, P.O. Box 660, Capalaba, Q. Australia,
4157 (07) 207-2994.
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‘tec Session
Vibration cure for EML
By: Joseph C. Dille

I have a 1986 BMW K100 with an EML
GT sidecar. For three years I did not realize
how much the sidecar vibrated until I finally
got a ride in it. I probably would have taken
a ride earlier, but it took some time to train
a suitable pilot. Maybe I should have lis-
tened to my wife in the first place.

The sidecar body is supported above the
frame by two rubber mounts in the front and
three in the back. The stock mounts are too
stiff, and allow the engine vibration to
resonate with the body causing a noisy ride.
The solution was to replace the rear mounts
with softer ones and augment the front
mounts with four isolators.

For the rear I used three J-3424-143
sandwich style mounts that will support 170
pounds each. These were almost identical in
size to the stock mounts, but they were
made of a softer rubber. These mounts also
had a unique concave end cap that made
them soft in shear and firm in compression.
The difference is shown in figure 1. This is
important because the motor vibration is in
the shear direction, but the weight is carried
as compression.

For the front I used four CB-1120-1
center bonded mounts. They are called
center bonded because a steel tube is
bonded to the inside of the mount. These
will support 25 pounds each. Installation
was straightforward. The rear mounts re-
quired enlarging the mounting holes in the
body and frame slightly to accommodate the
1/2" bolts instead of the 10mm bolts. To
install the front mounts I had to enlarge the
holes in the existing mounting bracket to 3/
4" mounting options. I am confident that
they make a mount that is suitable for any
sidecar with a fiberglass body.

The load on each mounting point must
be determined before selecting a mount. The
procedure involves a few simple calcula-
tions and measurements. First estimate the
loads that the sidecar frame will carry.
These will be the passenger(s), luggage and
the weight of the sidecar body. Then mea-
sure the horizontal distance between the
front mounts and the other loads as shown
in figure 3. Multiply the distance by the
load and add them together. Divide this
number by the horizontal distance between
the front and rear mounts. This will be the
load on the rear mounts. In my case each
rear mount will carry one third of the total
rear mount load, so I divided the total load
by three. The front mount load will be the
difference between total body weight and
the rear mount load. In the front I have four
mounts so I divided the total front mount
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load by four to get the individual front
mount load.

Figure 2 shows the details of how the
mount fits between the body and the frame.
A special washer is used to compress the
lower part of the mount so it expands. Both
new parts were made by Lord Industrial
Products, Erie Pennsylvania, 1-800458-
0456. If you have a different sidecar I sug-
gest that you call and ask for the industrial
products catalog. It has a design guide and
large selection of mounts with many load
ratings and The price for the front mounts is
$1.85 each and the rear mounts were $5.96
each. However, there is a catch. The Lord
corporation has a $100 minimum order and
a $50 per line item minimum. If you buy
them this way, the project will cost you
about four times the list price. Large compa-
nies sometimes will ship small size samples
if they think that your company might de-
sign their product into your product. If this
is the case, the project will be quite afford-
able. The other possibility would be if an
EML dealer purchased the minimum order
and sold them to four customers. (Yes, this
is a hint for BMW Motorrad.)

‘tec Session..
A test ride confirmed that these mounts

provided a cure for the vibration in my
sidecar. The windshield and trunk do not
resonate at specific engine RPMs anymore. I
wish everyone similar luck with their rigs.

Ride Safe., Joseph Dille

Good for you. Not enough sidecarists
think enough of their passengers to do what
you have done. We need pressure on the
manufacturers to get them to think that
passengers have feelings too. I used coil
springs and mini-shocks at the rear to create
a better ride for my passenger. Every time
we print an article such as this, we get lots
of good press, especially from the wives.

Keep the rubber side down.

— Hal Kendall
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Checking your Alignment
By: Hal Kendall

Checking your alignment is a serious
and critical matter. You need just a touch of
toe-in to make it all come together correctly.
Too much, and you wear out your tires
quickly. None at all and you have heavy
steering. With toe-out, you really scrub off
your tire tread.

All methods to check alignment require
greater or lesser complexity, yet it should
not be so. Try the following method which
should provide an accurate answer within a
few minutes with no complex tools or
equipment.

The difficult part is to get a line on just
where is the center-line of the motorcycle.
This was no big deal when both front and
rear tires were 18x3.50, the frame was true,
and the rear wheel was installed parallel to
the longitudinal axis. But what do you do
when the front tire is a narrow 18x90 while
the rear is a massive 16x165?

No problem. Just look around your
garage concrete floor or your concrete
driveway. There you will find straight
wooden strips about 3/4 inch wide set in the
concrete to act as expansion joints. Without
them your concrete would soon crack and
fail. If yours does not have these expansion
joints, better get onto your contractor.

Find the straightest joint and mark off
about a six foot section. Then simply push
your outfit over the joint (longways) so that
the center of the tread on the front wheel in
contact with the ground straddles the joint
equally. Be sure the same is true at the rear
wheel also. It is very easy to line up the
center of each tread that is in contact with
the wooden strip.

You've probably got a set of auto roof
racks lying around your garage attic. They
are ideal to place, one in front of the front
wheel, the other at the rear wheel. They

‘tec Session - 2
form a stable set of racks to lay a straight
piece of board upon. The board should be
about 4 inches above the ground and rest
lightly on the maximum sidewall width at
the front segment of the sidecar tire, and
also at the rear segment. Everything is rock
stable. Nothing moving.

Now, with a builder's square, also in
your tool-kit, draw a mark on the concrete
floor that is immediately below the edge of
the board where it rests on the front roof
rack. Do the same at the rear. With the
marks transferred to the concrete floor,
remove the board and the roof racks.

Now line up one edge of the board at
right angles to the expansion strip and
transfer the measurement between the strip
and the front mark on the concrete. Do the
same at the rear so that the two marks are
near each other.

The difference between these marks is
the toe-in, hopefully between 0.1 and 0.5
inches (IE, 0.3 +/- 0.2 inches). That should
be fairly good. Always use the least amount
of toe-in that seems to make the rig handle
best.

Checking toe-in took less than three
minutes.
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DEADLINES

Attention
Sidecar Installers!

The MCA is composing a directory of
sidecar installers who are willing
to assist, either as professionals or
individuals, those who need help
installing their sidecars properly. We
particularly need installers familiar
with Motorvation sidecars to respond.
If you wish to be listed, please write
us at:

The Sidecarist
Installer Directory
390 Hallson Lane

Ben Lomond, CA 95005
(408) 336-2476

Deadlines for Editorial Copy
If you have promised a story or wish to have
pictures or a press release published, please
note the following deadlines.
Volume 14 D-line   Press Mail

# 3 Apr 16-May 31 Mar. 15 Mar. 20 Mar. 27

# 4 June 1-July 15 May 1 May 8 May 15

# 5 July 16-Aug 31 Jun 14 Jun 19 Jun 26

# 6 Sept. 1-Oct. 15 Aug. 1 Aug. 7 Aug. 14

# 7 Oct. 16-Nov. 30 Sep. 14 Sep. 18 Oct. 2

# 8 Dec. 1-Jan. 15 Nov. 1 Nov. 6 Nov. 13

Let us know if you’re receiving your issue of
the Sidecarist late. We THINK we have the
bugs worked out, and will be sticking to this
calendar religiously.
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ADVT
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Weights & Measures
A handy reference to the weights and average list prices of popular sidecar models
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Weights & Measures..
A handy reference to the weights and average list prices of popular sidecar models
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Advt
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Manufacturers & Services
Business Cards

Rates per year are
$30.00 for USCA members
(include member #) and $50.00
for non-members for 8 issues.
Send in US funds to Marge Ann
Wimpee, 390 Hallson Lane,
Ben Lomond, CA 95005.
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Coming Events
Send your calendar items to: The Sidecarist, 390 Hallson
Lane., Ben Lomond, CA 95005 or call (408) 336 2476.

Mar 17 S. Calif. Sidecar Experience chapter short, scenic high desert ride.This ride is scheduled to go
to Devil's Punch Bowl then return to Santa Clarita Valley.Ride leaves from Accessories Unlimited
parking lot in Santa Clarita at 11 A.M.

March 25 8th Annual Motorcycle Swap Meet, SDane County Expo Center, Madison, WI. For info:
319-462-4605

March 25 USCA Wisconsin Chapter After the Swappin Eatin Meetin, Red Apple Rest in Newville.
For info: 414-9682092

Apr 14 S. Calif. Sidecar Experience chapter Big Bear Ride.This beautiful mountain ride is laid out by
Mike Naquin.Meet at Tiny Taylor's in Montclair at 8 A.M. Take 1-10 to Central Avenue exit, turn
north one half mile to restaurant.Call Mike for details (714) 597-6612

May 18-20 First Annual Iowa Sidecarists Campout, KOFA) Campground in West Liberty, IA. West
of Davenport, near Moscow on US Hwy 6. Info: Crandall Weaver 319-393-9720

May 31-June 3 Midwest Sidecar Meet for those who can't attend the National n Oregon. To be held at
Northwest KOA Campgregnd, Union, IL. Sidecar operator course wiN be offered and USCA
Technical Assistance Group will conduct c technical session following operator course. Cost is
$3.50 per day for camping. Doy fee privileges allowed if you do not camp. Extra charge for elec-
tric hookupand motorhome camping. For information, call (708) 333-9167.

June 15, 16, 17 Northeast BMW Club White Mt. Tour & Rally, Yogi Bear's Jellystone Pk, Ashland,
NH. Reg. begins June 15 2 p.m. Pre-reg. campers $28, gate $32. Pre-reg. non-campers $23, gate
$27. Incl. 2 nights camping, 2 meals, door prizes, awards, rally pin, tours, field events. Children
under 12 free except for 2 meals. BMW riders & guests. Info: Al Lewis, 136 John St., Hudson
Falls, NY 12839 (518) 47-7249

July 14-16 1990 Bigfoot Sidecar Rally, Fort Langley, BC. For info: Jerry Kotanko, 6115 216st
RR#11, Langley, BC V3A 643 Canada

July 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 National Rally in Coos Bay, Oregon. See ad this issue.

The Sidecarist is supported by the
membership of the USCA, Inc.

and by advertising. For rates and
specifications, please write:

Marge Ann Wimpee
Advertising Manager

390 Hallson Lane
Ben Lomond, CA 95005

or call (408) 336-2476

MOTO GUZZI NATIONAL OWNERS CLUB
MONTHLY NEWS LETTER OF TIPS,
STORIES RALLIES ETC. NATIONWIDE.
$18.00 for couple membership OR $19.00
FOR SINGLE MEMBERSHIP. CONTACT:
MGNOC, R.R.#1, Box 136, Ellsworth, KS
67439. (913)472-4988.
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Classifieds
Sidecarist Classifieds are $4 for members and
$5 for non-members for two issues.
MC/SC FOR SALE
1981 GL100 W/1987 EML SIC. New engine

with 35,000 miles, EML has 2000 miles.
Many extras. Garaged. See at 320 Hwy. 101,
Greenfield, CA phone Hilda Reitzel, (408)
6745555.

1982 GOLDWING WITH MOLINE ULTRA
SIDECAR A nice rig $3200. Bill Miller, 2410
W. Charleston, Phoenix, AZ 85023 (602) 863-
1656

1985 ASPENCADE 2-Tone blue color-matched
MOTORVATION for Mula II w/all options.
Professionally mounted and maintained.
Beautiful rig $9000 or b.o. Duane Mallory,
Ashtabula, OH (216) 998-2381

73 BMW R75-WINDJAMMER - 39K mi.,
Krauser bags, JUPITER steel sidecar. Exc.
condition $2800. Day 714-9878966, Eve. 714-
982-2273.

MC/SC FOR SALE
82 GUZZI EL DORADO, 500S STEIB S/C in

rebuild-able cond. Bought in Europe—have all
new factory mounts from Germany. New
fender and wheel. Needs work, parked outside

for a few years. Must quit this foolishness due
to disablity! George Murdoch, 120 Retiro,
Moss Beach, CA 94038 (415) 728-5027

EML GT DOUBLE WIDE mounted to 1984
GL1200 Standard Goldwing with Pilcher Uni4
fairing. Approx. 12,000 miles. Excellent
condition. $6400 OBO, Greg Wakefield, 1940
Haywards Heath, Virginia Beach, VA 23456
(804)-4715528

RIG WANTED
BMW K100 WITH EML DOUBLE-WIDE

SIDECAR WANTED. Peter Kerwin, 1302
West Indian Head Dr., Tallahassee, FL 32301
(904) 877-6214

WANTED
GOULDING sidecar or parts, URAL engine

parts, GOULDING literature, WWII HARLEY
& SIDECAR parts & literature, SOUTH
AFRICAN & SOVIET motorcycle/sidecars
and literature. Larry Kirschner, P.O. Box 237,
Gardiner, NY (914) 297-1616.

OTHER NOTICES
GIFTS AND COLLECTABLES. Sculptures,

steins, toys, cards, more! Color catalog $1.00.
MANX USA, Dept. M4, P.O.Box 6427, San
Mateo, CA 94403, 415-3438660
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Bookshop
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Goodies
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